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In Memoriam

Alex S. Fraser

(1923-2002)
The evolutionary computation community lost one of its pioneers on July 14, 2002, when Alex Fraser
passed away as a result of complications from a heart attack. Fraser was one of the first to conceive and
execute computer simulations of genetic systems, and his efforts in the 1950s and 1960s had a profound
impact on computational models of evolutionary systems. The simulation algorithms he used were
important not only in the simulation of genetical problems, but provided a menu of techniques that
enriched the entire simulation effort in any problem that involved probability sampling among a
population of alternatives, the heart of Monte Carlo methods.
Fraser was born in London, U.K., and lived in Hong Kong for most of his youth; however, he studied at the
University of New Zealand, and later went to the University of Edinburgh, and subsequently to the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) in Sydney, Australia. It was at the
CSIRO where Fraser made his seminal contributions to evolutionary computation. Following the
construction of the ILLIAC computer at the University of Chicago, CSIRO designed and built their own
version, called the SILLIAC, and Fraser began using it to simulate genetic selection processes.
Beginning with [1], Fraser embarked on a comprehensive series of simulations of evolutionary processes [2][13], and encouraged and collaborated with others on many related publications in this series [14]-[18].
Fraser published extensively in the Australian Journal of Biological Sciences, and his efforts influenced
colleagues in evolutionary biology significantly [19]-[21].
Fraser's first efforts [1], published in 1957, studied the case of diploid organisms represented by binary
strings of a given length, say n. Each bit in a string represented an allele (either dominant or recessive) and
the phenotype of each organism was determined by its genetic composition. Reproduction was
accomplished using an n-point crossover operator where each position along an organism's genetic string
was assigned a probability of breaking for recombination. Interactions between genes could be addressed
nominally by forming linkage groups. This was accomplished by varying the probability of crossover
occurring at each locus along the strings.
The general procedure was for a population of P parents to give rise to P' offspring via recombination.
Selection would then eliminate all but P of the offspring (as well as all of the parents) for the next
generation based on a function of the assigned phenotypic value. In general, the rule for determining

phenotypes could be arbitrary, but Fraser [1] offered some specific possibilities to model the effects of
dominance and recessiveness. Selection could then be applied toward the extreme values of the
phenotype (essentially performing function optimization, either maximization or minimisation) or the mean
values (stabilizing selection against extremes). The possibility for varying the number of progeny per parent
based on the parental phenotypes was also introduced.
Subsequent efforts in Fraser's series of publications studied varying effects of linkage, epistasis, rates of
reproduction, and additional factors on the rates of advance under selection, as well as the genetic
variability of a population and other statistics. His work inspired other efforts in computer models of
population genetics [22]-[26], all of which relied on recombination and mating, which had become routine
practice. By 1968, Fraser had placed his work in the context of purposive learning systems [8], and
inc luded an inversion operator to reorder alleles and build arbitrary linkages between genes. In retrospect,
his computational procedures presaged the mechanisms that would later become common in traditional
genetic algorithms. In 1970, together with Don Burnell, Fraser published the book Computer Models in
Genetics [11], which provided a comprehensive treatment of his efforts spanning over a decade and was
the second book in the field of evolutionary computation.
Sadly, Fraser suffered a stroke in 1983, after he had moved to the United States over a decade earlier to
take on a visiting professorship at the University of California at Davis, before taking the Headship of
Biological Sciences at the University of Cincinnati in 1967. The stroke left him unable to converse
normally, and he would rarely engage in telephone conversations. The timing of this unfortunate event was
most tragic because Fraser was left unable to engage his colleagues just at the time when interest in
evolutionary models and simulations was beginning to rise within computer science.
In the mid-1990s, I began research for the book, Evolutionary Computation: The Fossil Record [27], which
offers an historical review of efforts in evolutionary algorithms from the early 1950s to the early 1990s. With
a bit of fortune, I was able to locate Fraser, and communicating through his wife, Anne, was able to
identify and research the vast majority of his early efforts, as well as have him review my editorial
introduction to his work, which appears in [27]. Two of his papers are reprinted in [27].
In 1999, Fraser received the 1999 IEEE Neural Networks Council Pioneer Award in Evolutionary
Computation. I believe this was but a small recognition, and it came too late. Yet, even though Alex could
not come to accept the award in person--it was acc epted by his son-in-law who read a gracious statement
on Fraser's behalf--he was grateful for the award. His wife would later write to me that he was very proud of
this recognition.
I found Fraser still keen on the idea of computer models of evolution, and was extremely pleased and
honored to be able to co-author with him the paper "Running races with Fraser's recombination," [28]
which I presented at the 2000 Congress on Evolutionary Computation in San Diego, CA. This paper studied
the effects of competing different forms of recombination, inc luding one-point, two-point, and uniform
crossover, with Fraser's recombination method that could assign arbitrary probabilities to crossing points,
with these probabilities evolved online with a self-adaptive mechanism. Individuals were tagged with bits
that identified which operator would be applied. Over generations of optimization on alternative functions,
different operators showed greater or lesser degrees of match to the problem (in line with [29]), with uniform
crossover and Fraser's recombination providing generally better results than one- or two-point crossover
across the test suite.
Although my own direct interaction with Alex was brief, it will stay with me forever. Once, while finishing
the preparations for [27], I had phoned Anne to assist me with some final c larifications on his early work.
She informed me to hold on, and Alex came to the phone. For what could have been no more than 30
seconds, he thanked me, as best as he could while slurring his words, for helping bring attention to his work.
Knowing how difficult it was for him speak following his stroke made this moment all the more poignant.
I regret that Alex is no longer with us to share in the bright future of the field that he helped create, but I
feel fortunate to have been able to bring light to his efforts and even collaborate with him. I hope that
others in the evolutionary computation community will be encouraged to revisit his contributions and
explore his lines of thought using our modern high-speed computing machines. We have the capability to
take these explorations far beyond what Alex could have imagined when he constructed the SILLIAC. In
doing so, we can return only a small contribution of what he has given us.

DAVID B. FOGEL, Editor-in-Chief
Natural Selection, Inc.
La Jolla, CA 92037 USA
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